Grammar Check 2

The assignments on this paper will testing your grammar. You can write your answers directly on this paper if you want.

1. Which translation is correct?

1. This week, I am going to travel to the country United Kingdom.
   Which translation is correct? __________________________

2. This is a short test that checks your grammar.
   Which translation is correct? __________________________

2. Which sentence is correct?

1. This test is a test.                2. This test are a test.

Which sentence is correct? __________

1. Is this sentence the correct?                2. Is this sentence correct?

Which sentence is correct? __________

3. Translate the words in the text. The words are written below.
A TV is really good to have because you can watch your favorite TV shows. But, it is also a great thing to have in your home. You might already have a TV, and that’s good! There are lots of different TV’s to buy. Which TV do you think is good? Why do you think so?

Translate these words:
Think ______
It’s ______
Buy ______
That’s ______